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ATO dropped from
negligence lawsuit
By PATRICIA CASH
Assistant News Editor

The national headquarters of
Alpha Tau Omega confirmed
Tuesday that the $12.5 million
negligence suit filed by the
parents of Todd Robinson
against the Murray State
University chapter of Alpha
Tau Omega has been dropped .
The Zeta Lambda chapter of
ATO, along with John Portis
Tanner and his father, Rep.
John Tanner ID-Tenn.), had
been named in the wrongful
death suit of Jason T. Robinson,
20, of Hendersonville, Tenn.,
who was a passenger in a vehicle driven b)' John Portis Tanner, 20, of Union City, Tenn.
The suit, filed in Davidson
County, Tenn., alleged that
Tanner had visited the Murray
ATO house and had consumed
alcohol there.
"We're very pleased that the
matter has been taken care of
and that we're not involved
anymore," said Wynn Smiley,
director of communications at
ATO national headquarters,
who spoke on behalf of the local
chapter. "We never thought we
sh ould be in it in the first
place."
The charge stemmed from an
auto accident last December in
which Todd Robinson , a
University of Tennessee at
Martin student, died. He was
killed while riding in a 1989
Ford Mustang driven by Tan·
ner. The car was traveling from
Murrav to Martin when it ran
off the. road in Graves County.

Tanner stands trial
Verdict: guilty on DUI charge
By KRJSTIE HELMS
Campus Life Editor

A case that has held the attention of the Murray State
University chapter of Alpha Tau Omega for several months
finally reached a conclusion Thursday.
After approximately four hours of deliberation John Portis
Tanner, 20, of 1900 Meadowlark Lane, Union City, Tenn.,
was found guilty of driving under the influence and innocent
of second degree manslaughter. The charge of first degree
wanton endangerment was dismissed by the Graves County
Circuit Court, said Betty Guthrie of the Graves County Circuit Court's office.
Tanner was charged by the state on the three counts following an accident in Graves County Dec. 14, 1990, th at left a
. man dead, Guthrie said.
She said Tanner was indicted on the three charges Feb. 11
in Graves County.
The court has ordered the parties involved in the case not to
discuss the details of t he trial, said Dennis Null, one of Tanner's attornies.
"The court has put a gag order on us and we are not allowed
to discuss details of the case with the media," Null said.
The prosecuting attorney, Commonwealth Attorney
Richard Wisenberger, could not be reached for comment.
Because Tanner was found guilty of only one of the charges,
he may face only. a fine and not have to serve a sentence,
Guthrie said.
At press time, Guthrie was unsure of when the fine or
sentence might be decided by the court, she said.
Photo by TRENT REDMOND
clearly complied with all national headquarters, state, local
and national laws," Smiley
said. "There was no alcohol
served by ATO at the party that
night."

The announcement came the
same day the criminal trial
against John Portis Tanner
Under rules set by the Frater· began in Mayfield.

"The Murray ATO chapter

By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Editor In Chief

Officials from both the city of
Paducah and Murray State
University said t hey firmly
believe Paducah's efforts to obtain an exhibition center will in
no way affect MSU's plans for a
regional special events center.
Dick Holland, executive
director of Paducah-McCracken
County Growth Inc., said
Paducah has been interested in
building a multipurpose facility
for several years but just
recently completed a feasability
study.
The study, completed by Don
Jewell of Facility Consultants
Inc., Green Valley, Ariz., concluded t hat a city the size of
Paducah could support a facility of about 4,000 to 5,000
retractable seats.
The proposed Murray special
events center would seat 7 ,500.
"They (the consultants) said
we should not try anything
larger (than 5,000) because we
do not have a major university
or a large support franchise
here," Holland said. "This size
wou ld be easier to make
economically sound in our
situation."

By JENNY WOHLLEB
Reporter

Outdoor musical performances every week in Murray State
University's quadrangle will be on tap for the spring
semester.
Glenn Miller, chairman of the non-traditional and commuter student committee of the Student Government
Associaton, is heading the pr~iect.
Miller is planning entertainment from musicians to magicians. The acts will either be paid performers or students
from the various departments in the College of Fine Arts.
The proposed acts would perform in the quad in front of
Lovett Auditorium.
"We chose the quad because it is where a m~ority of the
commuter and non-traditional students are, near Faculty
Hall, the Business Building and the coffe.e shop," Miller said.
The original idea was to begin the project this semester.
The fall weather, however, and the lack of preparation time
for performances has pushed it back to the spring semester.
John Schlabach, assistant professor of music, said students
would need at least a month to prepare for a lengthy
performance.
·If planning starts early in the spring semester, students
would have enough time to participate in the project, he said.
The purpose of the project is to "break the monotony of the
day," Miller said. It is intended for non-traditional and commuter stdents who have long time periods between classes
and nothing to do, Miller said.
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From 1981 to 1990, total university enro~ increased 12 percent
and UK Community College enroll me irrcre~\00
cent.
Independent Institutions had a 19
ent Increase In enr lment.

U of L
UK

NKU

2,512
Source: COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION

LOT 0' LUCK
Joe Stucker, a junior advertising major from Smithland, and Shawn Perkins, a junior
chemistry major from Horae Cave, stopped at B-Rite to pick their Lotto numbers before the
$32 million drawing Wednesday. No one had the winning ticket, so Saturday' s drawing will
be worth $37 million.

Paducah seeks own center

Spring events
slated for quad

.

nity Insurance Purchasing
Group, no fratern ity can sell
alcohol at parties.

Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN

with one another.
"The size of the facility will
help take away the competition
for certain things.. There are
certain groups we would simply
not be able to entertain because
we would not have the seating,
and Murray would so they
'
would go there," he said.
President Ronald J. Kurth
said he and Paducah Mayor
Gerry Montgomery have
discussed the proposals of both
centers and the possibility of
competition between the two.
"Here, we're looking for a
facility to house the events that
should take place on campus
and in relation to the University," he said.
''We will program trade
Sources: THE PADUCAH SUN & MSU DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
shows and exhibitions that take
place within the schools and
He said Paducah's proposals next in Paducah," he said. which will support education
are still in the development "They should be able to draw and complement economic
stages, but the study gives more special attractions to the development. We will have
t hem direction.
area."
events that are associated with
Holland said the city realizes
Holland said the differences the University," he said.
Murray State University is pur- in the size of the facility MurDon "Kassing, vice president
suing a regional special events ray State plans to build and the for University relations and adcenter for the campus and one Paducah's study suggests ministrative services, said he
believes the two would comple· should differentiate the two.
ment each other.
Please see CENTERS
He said he does not think the
"A touring group could play
two
facilities
would
compete
Back Page
one night in Murray and the
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The race Is on

Although It is too late to file for absentee
ballots or change voter reglstration, those who
are eligible to vote should be studying their
choices for Tuesday's elections.
The race for governor between Democrat
Brereton Jones and Republican Larry Hopkins
has been highly publicized. However Httle attention has been given to the other races.
Take a look inside at the other candidates'
platforms to make your decision at the polls.
Stories on Page 5

Outstanding parents

Index ·

As Parents' Weekend, Nov. 8·10,
approaches, students are encouraged
to pick up forms at Sparks Hall to nominate their parents for the SAA's Outstanding Parent Award
Winning parents will be provided
overnight lodging in the Curris Center
and will be honored at the Parents'
Reception prior to the football game
against Eastern Kentucky University.
The winners will also be guests In the
President's Box at the game and will be
presented a plaque and framed copy of
their son or daughter's nomination
during halftime.
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rMSU offers job solutions

NEWSBRIEFS
MSU phone books available

I

i Placement office helps with interviews, resumes
'I
! By TERESA MAYS
I
I

i

Staff Writer

For many seniors, graduation
is just around the corner and it
soon will be time to enter the
real world.
The only problem is that
students don't know where to
start, said Ross Meloan, direc·
tor of cooperative education and
placement services. The place·
ment office, on the second floor
of Ordway Hall, helps Murray
State University students fmd
jobs during and after college.
"The first and primary reason
is they don't know we're here,"
Meloan said. ''We hope to fix
that. We want a lot more people
up here.''
The best time to activate a
placement folder, Meloan said,
is during t he last part of the
junior year or first part of the
senior year. To activate one for
cooperative education, he said,
t he student needs to begin in
his sophomore year.
Meloan said it is very simple
• to register with placement.
~ , "Students who are interested
• simply come to our office," he
said. Students will receive a
package. including two recommendation forms.
Meloan said the office looks
I
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· ·
_.JK ~t up ~.,ba~ cover letter.
. .ljf Write a(X)mbination information··letter. ·
>~ Develop interview skills.
Write afollow-Up letter. .
:~: (ifVfrite lette~s of acceptance or rejection. ,

for faculty and staff to flll out
the forms to better let the
employer know about the
student.
The recommendation forms
also have confidentiality
statements on them, and the
student must choose to waive or
not to waive the right to read
the forms, Meloan said.
He said it is sometimes better
to waive the right, because in
that case prospective employers
are more apt to believe what

Senior packets due today
Staff Writer

Attention seniors: The nagging feeling of
having forgotten to do something very impor·
tant could be a friendly reminder from the
subcon~cious to complete senior packets.
i
Those seniors who are now asking
themselves, " What senior packet?" should
continue reading this article and then go
directly to Sparks Hall.
Every senior who plans to graduate in May
• must complete a graduation packet, which includes the student's transcript, a graduation
application, an information card for information services and a questionnaire.

Room.
The student activity fee committee has met and discussed
the fee money goes and how much money is used for
vanous purposes.
wh~re

··-~.

·:1!f

By SHERRY DICKINSON

'

ficult to write," Meloan said.
He said a resume workshop in
the placement office is set for 3
.
.
.
to 4 p.m . Thursday.
Meloan said students who
participate in the workshop are
given tips on how to address a
question, how to dress, what to
say or not to say, interviewing
techniques and how to shake
hands.
On a resume, William
Furgerson, coordinator of pace·
ment services, said, the student
should be concerned with the
sequence and contents of the
material.
"First, you must identify
yourself as a legitimate can·
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON didate for the position through
career .objective, educational
the referrals said about the background and special skills,"
student.
he said.
"Letters of recommendations
"The second section," he said,
have to be typewritten," he
said. "The better it is for us to "supports the candidacy by
read, the easier it is for u.s to classifying your information into segments of career-related
make a file."
The package also includes a positions, special training and
sheet of demographic informa· work experience."
Furgerson said the third section, Meloan said, " ... so we
can get in touch with them tion shows personal dat a
quicker and faster."
through professional member·
The placement office requires ships, academics, achievements
a resume. "Resumes are not dif- and social activity on campus.

WHAT,.PLACEMENT CAN . HELP YOU
(' :• .

The Murray State University phone directories, a project of
the Student Government Association, are available to com·
muter students with a valid Racer Card in the Student Ac·
tivities office on the fll'St floor of the Curris Center.
During a meeting Wednesday at Oakhurst, the Student
Government Association discussed College Rush, which was
Tuesday. The event drew 34 students, and University Affairs
chairman Karl Flood said he was pleased with the turnout.
In other business, the Judical Board heard 283 appeals
cases during it~ me~ting Tuesday. About 59 cases were appealed, 71 parking tickets were reduced and 153 were declin·
ed. The next meeting is Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the Ohio

Olivia Marshall, assistant registrar, said
every senior needs to pick up his packet.
''The purpose of the packet is to double
check to make sure a student meets all the
graduation requirements," Marshall said.
She said two deadlines are actually set for
the packets: today and Monday.
Martha Daniels, secretary at University in·
formation services, said the information card
in the packet is used to direct publicity
releases to the correct newspaper.
"The card is used to make sure the information gets to the right county," she said.
The information for the releases comes
directly from the admissions office.

Working at MSU pays off
Students at Murray State University earned a record more
than $3 million in 1990-91 through work programs on the
campus.
Jan Kind, a.saistant director for student employment programs in the office of student financial aid, said the amount
was up $300,000, or about 15 percent, from student earnings
the previous year.
More than 2,000 students - ·approximately 30 percent of
the total enrollment - worked on campus.

ROTC demonstration planned
ROTC and Ft. Campbell officials will be conducting a
demonstration of guns Thursday from 3:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium.
Maj. James Post said University residents should not be
alarmed with the sounds of gunfire from the demonstration.
The demonstration will consist of firing two rounds of 105
mm Horitzer blanks.

Disney offers job program
By PATRICIA CASH
Assistant News Editor

One of the most popular vacation spots in the United States
is Walt Disney World in
Florida. For the theme park to
exist, however , it must employ
thousands of workers, including Murray State Universi·
ty students.
Through the Walt Disney
World College Program,
students can spend the summer
working at Walt Disney World
in one of numerous positions
ranging from ticket sales to

paycheck. A $50 refundable
deposit is required prior to arrival at Vista Way, according to
program literat ure.
"This is a fantastic opportuni·
ty for students," said Ross
Meloan, director of co-op and
placement services at Murray
State. "It allows them to make
some money, have a fantastic
summer experience and learn
how it is to work in the world's
largest amusement center."

lifeguard. Students work 30
hours a week at an hourly wage
of $5.30 before taxes and housing are deducted.
Housing is provided in the
nearby Vista Way apartment
complex. The two· or three·
bedroom apartments are shared
with student workers from
other colleges and universities
and are fully furnished, with
linens and houseware s
included.
Rent payments, which include utilities and transportation to and from work, are
deducted from each week's

Students interested in this job
opportunity can attend an informational meeting at 6 p.m.

Meeting Nov. 5 to discuss
parking appeals.
Ohio RooDl, Curris Center
3:30 p.Dl.
For 111ore inforDlation contact ·
the
SGA/UCB office.
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Cut back on electricity
By TARA JOY DONNER
Staff Writer

The person who plugs four extension cords into one electrical
outlet with five or six items
plugged into each extension
cord is cause for concern, said
David Blackburn, associate
' director of housing.
"The real concern that all of
! us have is that students don't
I use good judgment," Blackburn
said.
It is not a question of whether
the residence halls will burn
down if students don't use good
judgment. he said, but a matter
of convenience for the
residents.
If too much power is pulled off
a circuit, it will flip a breaker.
When heavy equipment like a
computer, a stereo and a
refrigerator are all pulling off
the same circuit, a breaker will
be thrown.
I Microwaves and electric
! heaters are not allowed in the
; residence hall rooms. A
· microwave, unlike some other
: pieces of heavy equipment,
pulls too much power from the
circuit for each room to have
one.
Blackburn said few circuits
1, are overloaded on campus.
: Nelson WiJliams, Clark
! Hall's second-floor resident ad-

I

I

I

I

Photo by CHERI STUART
Many students utilize grounded electrical protectors to plug In a
variety of electrical gadgets In their residence hall rooms.

viser, said he has no problem of Hall's second-floor resident ad·
breakers being thrown.
viser, agreed.
A few have been thr'own, he
"People don't usually
said, but they could have been overload (circuits> because they
caused by any number of fac- know they'll lose power,'' she
tors. He said, for example, the said.
circuits could be old.
Some residents' sink lights go
Gina Higgins, Elizabeth off when they plug a hair dryer

and a curling iron into the sink
outlet, she said, but it's not a
major problem.
Some of the circuit breakers
are thrown because of illegal
appliances, Higgins said. Those
appliances can be located when
a b reak er is conti nua lly
thrown. Each circuit is marked
with t he room number.
"We don't go through rooms
and just snoop," she said.
But if a problem is found, she
said, the RA will notify the
residents and document the
problem.
Blackburn said plans for a
major renovation of residence
halls have not been made. The
money is just not in the budget,
he said.
The money is going to other
bills, such as utilities. In 1990,
the utility bill was $784,912.
About 75 percent of it was electricity, he said.
The University has cut back
on some electrical usage. One
example is the hot water
heater, he said. The computer
system keep s the water
temperature for showers lower
at 2 a.m. than at 7 a.m.
·
He said the University can't
completely control how the
3,000 residents use their electricity, although it makes suggestions to residents.

PEOPLE
BRENT CARTER AND CHRIS LANE, students at Murrray

State University, were among the top salesmen nationwide
for the Southwestern Co. during the past summer, said Tim
Knight, company field sales manager.
Carter, a junior organizational communications major from
Paducah, was ranked 12th nationally out of a field of 4,000
college summer employees.
Lane, a junior physics major from Paducah, was among the
top 100 salesmen.
The Southwestern Co., with headquarters in Nashville,
Tenn., helps students finance their education through selling
family-oriented educational reference books door to door. The
students buy t heir books from Southwestern at wholesale
and sell them independently at a retail price.
The company employs students from all majors representing about 500 colleges and universities from around the
world.
MELVIN HENLEY, chairman of the department of chemistry

at Murray State University, was among panel participants at
a public forum Oct. 24 in Benton on recycling in Marshall
County.
Henley spoke about Marshall County's current status an d
plans for solid waste disposal in view of state laws and
regulations.
He has done extensive research on the topic and has
presented several papers on regulations governing the issue.
SHARON FIE~DS , a social work instructor at Murray State,
was named thts week 's Faculty Fellow of the Week.
Fields received her bachelor's degree from Murray State
University and master's of social work degree from the
University of Tennessee at Knoxville. She is now working
toward her doctorate.
JERRY SUE OWENS, a 1969 graduate of Murray State

University, was named president of Cuyahoga Community
College in Cleveland, Ohio.

•'

~Campaign signs spur size, time limitation debate
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Assistant News Editor

While many politicians are just gearing up for
the 1992 elections, Jeff Green has already set hit;
wheels in motion to gain votes to represent the
1st District as a senator in the Kentucky General
Assembly.
But his early campaigning has sparked debate
in Murray.
Campaign signs dotted the city early in
September and through Homecoming weekend
pitching Gt·een's candidacy. The primaries,
however, are not scheduled until May 1992.
Don Elias, Murray city planner, said the
debate has not been about Green's early campaigning, but over the signs themselves. Murray
passed a sign ordinance two years ago regarding
portable signs, posters and banners, but has no
rules regarding campaign signs.

"We probably need size and len~,>th of time
limitations on the signs," he said.
As a result, the Mw·ray Planning Commission
passed a recommendation to the City Council
that would limit the length of time a campaign
sign can be displayed to 45 days before the
election.
Elias said that a size limit is still being
debated.

OHNSON
FOR

COURT OF APPEALS JUDGE

"We are just trying to brmg them into consistency with our sign ordinance," he said.
Green has taken down his signs for the time being, some of which were displayed in the yards of
the Alp.b:a,Omicron Pi sorority and Lambda Chi
Photo by JOHN BERNING
Alpha fraternity hau11es.
Green, a 1976 graduate of Murray State
University, said he took down the signs to use The nearing election has brought an onslaught of signa to the Murray area. A Murray City Commission ordinance could limit the amount of time a sign Ia displayed In the city limits.
them to campaign in the county.
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

Tree planting,
maintenance
critical for MSU

Area needs only
one events center
The issue of the proposed regional events center
may once again ignite rivalry between Murray and
Paducah. Murray wants the events center. Paducah
wants it , too.
Both Murray and Paducah have been hard at
work rallying support for the cities and their
respective centers. But are both necessary?
To build two would be a waste of state funding
and would t ax the residents of Kentucky to no end.
Also, Paducah already has new facilities fqr conventions, concerts and other activities. Do they need
another?
Murray's proposal originally was to be for a
"regional" events center to aide in the development
for all of west Kentucky. No reason exists for the
building of two centers when one can satisfy the entire area, which includes Paducah.
Murray also contends that the events center
would be used for academic needs; Paducah's may
be more for entertainment. Murray cannot be one
. sided in thought, for concerts and related activities
can be a boost to the college and the community.
When the matter is money, there is bound to be
competition. Therefore, if the events center must
make money - and it must - we must be open to all
options on a competitive level.
We hate t o say it, but Murray may not see much
money if the events center is to be used solely for
education.
Though some may not agree with the building of
an events center in a time of cutbacks, one- and
only one - needs to be built. Any more would hurt
the region and the people.

Runners source
·or-~-pri.de. :for MSU

,
lj

II
I;
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•
Most people tend to think of football and basketball when they are asked about college sports. Unfortunately, many other athletic programs are
pushed aside and not recognized even though their
efforts til'e outstanding.
'
Case in point: the Mw-ray State cross country
teams and their performances Saturday at the OVC
Championship in Nashville.
The men's squad won second place and the
women 's team took the third-place spot.
We congratulate the efforts of Racer runners Matt
Malkovich, J .K. Leseure, Kevin Ward, Heather
Huhn and Kendra Hedlund, coaches StanNarewski
and Margaret Simmons and the many other fine
athletes who represented MSU in this championship meet. We are indeed proud.
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Duke has moved beyond his
past to present a new alternative for America',s future,
and that is the breath of life
American politics has needed to
arouse the voter.
Duke is not alone in his
crusade. Recently, a Supreme
Court justice was named who
actually supports the same
ideas Duke supports. In coming
years, more people will be voicing their views against affrrmative action, against an
economy -draining welfare
s y s tem and against big
government.
It is time to leave the past and
work toward a better and
brighter future. America needs
a politician who is up front with
the voters, not one who gives a
bunch of rhetoric. We need a
politician who will focus on
human rights, not minority
rights.
Duke may be a former r acist,
but r ight now he is the only
candidate who comes close to
standing up for humanity, not
just the minority. Until another
politician comes around that
takes the stand Duke does,
there is no other choice.

'The News' now printed on recycled paper

Editor in chief'

J
Ili

A rising force is present in
COMMENTARY
politics today, and he is running under the Republican
JAMES
banner.
LOCKWOOD
Pres ident Geor ge Bus h ,
Assistant News
however, is spearheading the
Editor
campaign against him.
I1 Look! On the ballot! It's a bird
... it's the B-2 bomber ... no,
it's a former Ku Klux Klan the fact is he is getting the
wizard, and he is winning votes.
Duke , for many today,
elections.
represents
the future of politics.
Louisiana has been known for
its strange politics, but this is He is taking a stand on issues
something to take notice of. that are most relevent to the
David Duke is a former KKK average American worker, such
wizard, but that apparently has as a ffirmat ive act ion and
not stopped him from rising welfare, which seem to be hitfrom the depths of the bayou ting the middle class hard.
And he is doing it with
swamps to national headlines.
charisma
.
In the coming weeks, he will
run against former Louisiana
Th e Ch r is t i a n S ci ence
governor Edwin Edwards for Mon itor said Duke comes out
the governor's office.
ahead of his opponents because
And he just might win.
he attacks social issues with
Two weeks ago in the Loui- spunk and life. He focuses on
siana primary, Duke pulled 37 the q}lality of the American
percent of the vote a nd beat in- worker, which should be the
cumbent Buddy Roemer.
focus in a post-industrial era.
Have the mora ls and values
His opponents, however, are
of the American voter sunk so not focusing on the new era.
low as to allow a labeled racist Rather, they use old tactics of
to become the head of a state?
mud slinging and negative
The answer depends on what advertising to discredit Duke
side of the fence you s it on, but by using his past .
4

Melanie Bucklin

Leigh Landini

Duke stands ·up for middle class rights
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You are holding in your
hands a piece of history.
This issue is the first Murray
State News to be printed on
recycled newspaper.
For the last two years, when
making specifications for our
newsprint, we have requested
recycled newspaper. But that
paper was always too expensive
to gain the lowest bid in the bidding process, which we are required by the state to take.
Well, the recycled paper is
finally cheaper, and we can improve our efforts to preserve the
environment.
This may seem like a small
and inconsequential step to
some, but it takes steps like
the s e to pr es erv e our
environment.
According to the American
Paper Institute, the average
American consumes about 120
pounds of newsprint annually
- the equivalent of one tree. So
if all newspaper readers in the
United States recycled even
one-tenth of their papers, we
would save about 25 million
trees every year.
Did you know that it takes an
entire forest of more than

turing - only about 29 percent.
Although there is no formal,
organized newspaper recycling
MELANIE
program on campus yet, efforts
BUCKLIN
are being made.
Wayne Harper, associate
Editor In
dit·ector
of ground mainChief
tanence, said he is working on
getting a grant to buy a shredder
for the University farm so it
500 ,000 tree s to supply
can
recycle old newspapers.
Americans with their Sunday
Until arrangements are made
newspapers every week?
If everyone did his part the ef- to get a formal system under
way, we at The Murray State
fects would be overwhelming.
As a matter of fact, according News ask you to consider your
to the brochure "Reuse Old part in the environmental pro·
News," the entire American cess as we consider ours.
paper industry was actually
KGA recycling in Hazel
built on recycling.
(behind Gallimore's Fruit
Be&~ nning in 1690, paper was
Market) collects newspapers
made exclusively of fibers from that are tied and bagged in
cotton and linen r ags, which bundles, and Calloway County
was continuous ly recycled. Middle School will take
Techniques for using wood fiber newspaper donations Tuesday
in p a perm a king weren't through Thursday when school
developed until 1860.
is in session.
We ask that you make the exBy 1904, 60 per cent of
American paper was made from tra effort to save this paper and
wood pulp (although 40 percent recycle it again.
If you take the initiative, soon
was still recycled rags and
it will be cheaper and more
waste paper).
In 1988, Americans recycled feasable for all newspapers to
about 24 of the 80 million tons use recycled newsprint, and the
of pa per we used in manufac· forest s will stay green.
COMMENTARY

To the Editor:
Un October) the Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority donated a tree
that was planted at the end of
Olive Boulevard between the •
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center !
and Pogue Library. The plaque
placed at its base r eads, "In
Memory Of Virgi n i anne '
Malcolm." This is a wonderful •
tribute to the memory of an in- •
dividual and a great gift. to the ·
people who will use this campus '
for years to come.
·
A previous issue of The Murray State News contained an article that mentioned the high
cost of trees and plants and the ~
fact that when the University ~
purchases a tree an employee •
often has to drive to a nursery
to pick it up from the ground '
crew. When one considers how '
long it takes for most trees to
mature and how important ·
they are to the campus and the :
Murray environment, it seems 1
that constant management and l
planting sh9uld be a top ·
priority. '
.
My question is will other •
organizations follow this'
sorority's example and donate a
gift that gives life, enjoyment
and environmental protection ·
for decades to come?
Another possibly more impor- '
tant question is will the •
University encourage and pro- r
mote this practice by adopting a •
plan to' contact all organiza·
tiona on campus, as well as
faculty, staff and the citizens of
Murray and Calloway County,
to donate trees? Walking the
campus, one will find that r
many of the older trees are dying. These trees have provided
shade Cot buildirtgs, nave
lowered utility costs, have
decorated the campus for all
seasons and have served as
spaces for study for countless
students. The trees, whether
freshly planted or fully
matured, must be constantly
maintained, and we can assist
the University in this expen·
sive but critical project.
Jerry Speight
Interim Chair
Department of Art

Curris Center's
crowded lots give
bad impression
To the Editor:
The Curris Center parking lot
has become a popular place for
students to park their cars for
extended periods of time. This
creates parking problems for
guests of the Curris Center, including those here for our
University events.
If our guests have a favorable
impression of the campus, then
they could become goodwill ambassadors for MSU. Therefore, I
ask for your cooperation in·
following the parking
guidelines set forth for the Curris Center lot. These restrictions are clearly marked at the
lot. I would appreciate your
assistance in this matter.
Jim Baurer
Director
Curris Center

Department says
thanks for help in
athletic program
To the Editor:
The athletic department
thanks the MSU faculty
members for supporting its
athletics progress program. We
have had a great response on
our first grade progress report
check. Your support and comments are greatly appreciated.
We hope to profit from your
responses. Thanks again for
your cooperation.
Margaret Simmons
Academic Adviser
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Food Cart a success
Sparks operation to continue, may expand
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
Staff Writer

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

RUSHING FOR A MAJOR
Steve Horwood of the graphic arts technology department at Murray State University
dl.cusses possibilities within the department with Robert Hunt, a junior printing management major from Dexter, Mo., during the Student Government Association's College Rush on
Tuelday. Thirty-four students participated.

_Spring scheduling slated
Staff Report

• Advanced scheduling for the spring semester
will be Nov. 11-15 in the Curris Center ballroom.
Spring bulletins w ill be available next week to
allow students to plan their schedules and see
their advisers before scheduling begins, said Lori
Dial, registration and records supervisor with
the admissions and records office.
•• Priority for prescheduling is based on a stuaent's classification, determined by the number
of semester hours earned that are on file in the

.

admissions and records office, according to infor·
ma tion distributed by that office.
Gradua te students may advance schedule at
any time during the scheduling process.
Undergraduates who miss their assigned times
may schedule during the last two hours each day..
Advanced scheduling will move to the records
office in Sparks Hall on Nov. 18 and continue
through Dec. 6. Scheduling will be from 9 a.m.
until 4 p.m. Monday through Friday those days.

Faculty, staff and students on
the sout h side of campus don't
have to go far to find a meal.
The food cart now availa ble in
Sparks Hall is offering them
convenience.
William Benriter , director of
food services, said the service
began Oct. 7 as a result of fre.
quent requests.
"I've been here for three
years, and I've been asked
about food on that side of cam·
pus," he said.
Benriter said food services
decided on a limited service in
Sparks Hall because " it had
easy access and the most
Photo by SHAWN LOCKMAN
people."
Although staff members use Dana Ferguaon, a •nlor office administration major from Murthe service most, the food cart is ray, buya food from H.B. Willoughby, a Food Service worker,
ava il a ble to fac u lt y a nd during lunch hour In Sparks Hall.
students, too.
in t he medium range and is of- hopes the service will continue.
The food served is wrapped
fered on a cash-only basis. The She does have a suggestion,
and moved in trucks from
food cart may be expanded, as though.
Winslow Cafeteria to Sparks
" . . . Occasionally sta rt on
well.
Hall in the mornings and after·
"We've had a number of re· the fifth floor instead of the
noons. Breakfast is available
quests. I don't know if we'll do first," she said, " because they
from 8 to 9:30 a .m., and lunch is
it or not," he said. "If so, it will run out of some food."
served from noon to 1:30 p.m.
Mary Smith , admissions
probably be next semester."
Food service personnel take
Betty Warner, a l umni systems coordinator, said the
the food to each floor of Sparks
association bookkeeper, said food cart is a n excellent service.
Hall for 10 to 15 minutes and
she enjoys the service and uses
''I use it five or six times a
make a final stop on the main
it every day for at least one week,'' she said, '"sometimes for
floor.
meal.
both meals."
"I think it's great," Warner Smith said before the food
Benriter said the response to
said. "I think we'll especially cart was offered , most people in
the service has been favorable.
" It's been very good. We've
Sparks either brought their
enjoy it this winter."
been s up rised ; it's very
Before the food cart, Warner own food , planned to go out or
positive," he said. "The convebrought her lunch to work or just did without.
went out to eat. She said she
nience is the most satisfying
She said the pdces are very
believes the prices are, for the reasonable and she hopes the
aspect."
most part, reasonable and she service will continue.
He said the service is pr iced

.·CALENDAR
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Friday Nov 1
a
p.m., Robert E. Johnson
Theiler. Admission $5 for
ldub, $4 for ltUdenb and
- -ctltzens, $2 for
groups otJOQtmore.

~,_...,Drltlll..

-·~~MSU
...........

Saturday Nov 2
"11M ......... Dnlcl.... 8
~, Robert E. Johnson
ter. Admission $5 for
adults, $4 for students and
senior clttllns, $2 for groups
of 10 or more.

Horlenliil sClub through
Sunday. For more lnfonnalion, call753-8112.

•

Sunday Nov 3

Monday Nov 4
Of• R...... West Kentucky.

COMC. MSU Symphonic Wind
Ensemble, Lovett Auditorium,
3:30p.m.

l.lves1ock Show and
Expotltlon Center, 5 to 10
p.m. Free admission.

ltiiHM Art Eldllbl. Upper IMI
of Eagle Gallery In Doyte Ane

COIICifl Quad State Choral
Festival Concert, 7 p.m.•
t.oWH Auditorium. f ree
Admission.

Art& Center. Free admission.
SbMitftl Al1 Elddlll. Exhlblllon of
~otographs by Marty D.
nson. Currls Center gallery.
Free admlulon.

Tuesday Nov 5

Hodge--...:-

l.elllre.KIIby
on ,n-Ho• Wrlfng
PublllhlnQ,' 3:30p.m., Elgie
Gllllry of the Doyll Fine Alta

Cenllr. n. m

illion.

..,.w......,.ap.m..
JollniOit1llelllr of Doyle Ant
Arts Ceftllr. n. admiMion.

Molle. F. Sc:oU Fitzgerald documentary, 7:30 p.m., room
208, Faly HIU

Wednesday Nov 6
lllfll. '1ilmllt.• Currta Center
Thelllr, 3:30, 7 and 8:30 p.m.
$1 for tile mlllnee; $1.50 for
students with Ricer Card,
$2.50fofothn ll the
Mnlngsbowl.

...... ,.,.. Grell Galllly,"
llln1ng Robert Redfon1. 8:30
p.m., room 208, Ftculty Hall.

...._.ArtGllllry
Eld8l. Upper 1M&.
Ane
Elgie
In Doyle
Arts Center through Nov. 17.

...._.Art
EIIIM.CUn11
CerMr
Nov.
gallery tllrough

17•

•

Thursday Nov 7

"TTil,...... .. .,...... 8
p.m.• Robert E. Johnson
Tbeltef. Admission $5 for
ldulla, $4 for students and
eenlor clttans, $2 for groups
of 10 or more.

.................

~
a p.m., Farrel Recital Hal 1n
Doyle Ant Arts Centllr. Free
ldmlulon.

....._.Student Alumni

AltGdatlon. 5 p.m., C«r1s
Center Theiler.

l.llllrl. MSU flculty on "The
Grell Gatsby," 7 p.m., 8ar*y
Room.

Calendar Information
'

The calendar lists event~ of
general Interest to the Unlver·
ally community. To place your
activity on the calendar, atop by
T1lf Mumy Stm News office
(111WlllonHII)1,'!complet8
1 c:aJendlr form.
dllne for
calendar submissions Is noon
Monday prior to the frtday II·

sue.

The Mumy Statl NfWS lists
8$ spiCe allows. The
Ntlws Is not responsible for the
tMiflts or Information listed In
this caleOOar.
762....

events

••;~

...................
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Factory Discount Shoes
WOMEN'S
Eastland Bucks
Eastland Kahki
Eastland Tan
Eastland Bomber 314
Eastland Bomber
K-Swiss Leather
K-Swiss Canvas
T.retorn Canvas

I

11 Lm. - 12:30 a.m.
11 Lm. - 1:30 a.m.
Noon - 11:30 p.m.

MEN'S
Eastland Bucks
Eastland Bombers
Eastland Tan
Eastland Kahki
Eastland Jefferson Black
Eastland Jefferson Kahki
K-Swiss Azcoza
K-Swiss Classic

'

1600 MAIN· NEXT TO ATO HOUSE 753-9419

.............................................
•
•
•
UJNCB SPECIAL •
MON.-PRlllAM - .tPM :

SMALL PIZZA

•

1- 16" EXTRA lARGE •

2 TOPPINGS

$§0.~ ~

:
•

2 - 14" PIZZAS
WITH DOUBLE
PEPPERONI

•
:
•

Mdlti<NIII Topponp U S tach
Noc VAlid With Any 0t11or Cou!oon

:

I

sg.9s.,. ~ s}2.gL_l
•
•
•
............................................. ..J

e

AMiiNIII T. .1.15 -'t
Nit VIIW Willi Al!r Olhlf

c:..n

e
e

AIWitinnll f . .$1.2!1 t.teh
Nil V. . With A1W Olhlf C....

e
e

............................~••.u. . . . . . . . . .. .
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Caffeine can mean trouble

~or%{ 'Your Jewe{ry ~etfs

By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

For most students, staying up
all night to study for an exam is
a normal part of college life.
One way· students find the
energy to do that is through
consuming large amounts of
coffee and soda, but they run
the risk of becoming addicted to
lhe caffeine in those drinks.
According to the July 1990
issue of The Atlantic, those who
are accustomed to caffeine suf.
fer from "caffeinism," or coffee
nerves, and when they are
deprived of it they suffer from
irritability, inability to work
well, nervousness and
restlessness.
Angela Scott, a freshman nur·
sing student from Fulton Coun·
ty, said she drinks coffee and
about a six pack of sOda a day.
She said she drinks so much
out of habit.
"If I don't get enough, it
makes me tired and lazylike,"
she said. "I would feel
exhausted."
Scotl said she also gets dizzy
if she doesn't drink a lot of soda
and coffee.
''I feel like I have to have it,"
she said. "I think I have a
habit. It keeps me going."
Jean Herndon, a sophomore
political science major from
Mayfield, said she drinks a lot
of soda but doesn't have any
problems if she doesn't drink a
certain amount a day.
"I probably drink about two
liter.s a day," Herndon said. '1
don't think that I would have
any problems with being addicted to it."
School nurse Bridget Stuart
said she doesn't see students
with caffeine addictions very
often .

~·
~J
..

:~/<

Enter the Air Force immediately
after graduation-- without waiting for
the results of your State Boards. You can
earn great benefits as an Air Force nurse
officer. And if selected during your senior
year, you may qualify for a five-month
internship at a major Air Force medical
facility. To apply, you'll need an overall 2.50
GPA. Serve your country while you serve
your career.
USAF IIEAL'IH PROFESSIONS
TOIL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
._,_

~

ERISTUART
Although students consume large amounts of coffee and soda in order to have the energy to stay
up all night studying for exams, they can become addicted to the caffeine these drinks contain.

"It seems like around finals
time we will get students who
come in with nausea and
vomiting, and we find out they
have been up all night and
drank 12 cups of coffee and
have taken Vivarin and end up
missing their finals,'' Stuart
said.
"We mostly .see people with
an elevated blood pressure, and
then we check their salt intake,
caffeine intake and their
lifestyle, and then we might
find out they drink five or six
cups of coffee a day," she said.
"Addiction is when you feel like
you need it and therefore you

use it."

One way students can tell if
they're addicted to caffeine is to
stop using it for a couple of
days. The first withdrawal
symptoms usually appear 18
hours after the last dose of
caffeine.
Stuart said that when trying
to cut back on caffeine w:;e,
some of the symptoms of
withdrawal may be very subtle.
"You may have an excessive
rapid heartbeat or shakiness; it
depends on what the addiction
is to," Stuart said. "Mostly you
will have a dull, heavy
headache that will fade in two

., . GO·riRACERS! .
BEAT":TENNESSEE_
~ '.,u>

1992BSN
STUDENTS.

ttitiJ:Ii[!!

or three days."
Stuart said after the
headache is gone the person
may still want caffeine because
it has become a habit. She suggested finding a substitute for
it.
" You should stop drinking
the caffeine and hopefully
replace it with something bet·
ter for you, like orange juice,"
she said.
Another way to cut down is by
mixing regular coffee with
decaffeinated. Also, replace
some cups of coffee with a drug·
free herbal tea, hot water or
low-fat milk.
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MAN''S
SIZE BREAKFAST
$2.50 WITH COUPON
2 PANCAKES, 2 EGGS, and CHOICE OF
MEAT, TOAST or BISCUITS

,.

Breakfast served
untl12p.m.

The most rousing, robust
~d briskly ~!.~~!!!lf.•Jiamlet' ever."

"Oscar nominationslll Mel Gibson is thrilling
and excitin2. Brilliantly directed~
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:} ..GIOI'ious. Mel Gibson gives a tremendous, heroic
performance and Gfenn Close is wonderful."
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
'Money' a good buy

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

BOTTOMS UP
Comedian Mike Lukas shows a new side of h imself during a Comedy Zone performance held
In the Stables.
'

Any film tha t dares to use the
word "money" in the title is
just asking to get reviewed, as
in, " Money is well worth the
money," or, " Don't waste your
money on Mone.y."
The movie Other People's
Money is based on the play of
the same name. Danny De Vito
plays the incorr igible sneak
character he boned to perfection on t he TV series Taxi and ·
in such films as R u.th less People, Throw Momma From the
Train and Twins.
The main ditference between
m ost of De Vito's past
characters and this film's Larry
the Liquidator is that Larry has
incredible power and wealth.
He owns his own investment
group, has a magnificent corner
office near Wall Street and gob·
bles up companies in takeovers
as easily as he gobbles up
donuts every morning.
The newest apple of Larry's
eye is New England Wire and
Cable. The company's stock is
up one and a half points, and he
wants to make a big profit tak-

JON
FUTRELL
Staff Writer

ing it over. Jorgy (the venerable
Gregory Peck), the company's
owner, is appalled at Larry's
behavior in a meeting and
staunchly refuses to let him
have his way.
Jorgy decides to fight back by
letting Kate (Penelope Ann
Miller of The Freshman), a corporate lawyer, try to work out a
deal with Larry.
The interplay between these
two similar forces on opposite
sides is the real bread and butter (or in this case, donut and
glazing) of this film. De Vito
and Miller do the incredible in
this film: they are believable as
both mortal enemies and good
friends at various points in
Money.

slam on the greed of the '80s is
in for a disappointment from
Money. Yes, it tackles the
obscene wealth of the past
decade. but it docs so in a sly
wa>'. It takes the business
world seriously, but it adds a
laugh here and there to let people know it is only a movie.
And it is quite a movie.
Money may be the only movie
around in which 11 stockholders'
meeting has you on the edge of
your scat. Peck deHvers a stirr- •
ing speech on the working man 1
being crushed by people like
Larry, whose own cold-as-ice
speech reveals quite a bit about
his character.
The tacked-on, built-forthe-'90s ending, though, is a
real cop-out. It is meant to
make all the film's characters
happy, but to the audience, it is
a bit phony.
So, is Mon ey worth the 1
money? No and yes. It is not the
broad comedy being advertised
most everywhere, but it packs
enough of a punch to make it a
worthwhile time at the movies.

I

'Sins' well-written story of sex crimes, murder
Now that the excitement over
the Thomas-Hill incident has
died down, Americans can look
back and see that crimes of a
sexual nature - proven or not
- are of interest to this
country.
In 1990, a 20-year-old case
went to court that involved a
daughter, a memory and a
murder. What made it stand
out was that childhood
memories were used as
evidence against the defendant.
Sins of the Father by Eileen
Franklin and William Wright
(Crown, $22) tells of Eileen'~ experiences dw·ing the landmark
Franklin case, in which she
testified against her father.

memory of the murder.
When her memory returned,
AMY
Eileen realized that her rather,
George Franklin. had
HELM
murdered her best friend. She
Arts&
had to choose between allowing
Entertainment
the mmdcr 'to remain unsolved
Editor
or exposing her father and her
It a ll began in September own horrifying childhood.
1969, when Eileen Franklin's
Sins oftha Father is not a sen8 -year-old friend, Susan Nason. sationalized novel. It chronicles
was sexually molested and then the events preceding the trial
murdered with a rock. No one with vivid detail.
was arrested for the murder unEileen docs an admirable job
til many years later.
in nanating her story. Where
Eileen had witnessed the background material is
murder but had buried it deep necessary to make Eileen's
within her subconscious until statements clearer, Wright exearly 1989 when a glance from plains answers to questions the
her own daughter triggered the reader might have.

Photos exhibited

Another tramatic incident involved Eileen's own daughter.
Eileen had left her father in a
room with his granddaughter
and when she returned. she
found Franklin observing the
baby's genitals.
In January 1991, Franklin
was found guilty of first-degree
murder on the basis of his
daughter's memory. He never
admhted to the crime.
Because Eileen's 20-year
memory was used as evidence
against her father , the
Franklin case became known ns
the first one in which a memory
served as evidence.
The novel is definitely one

that. cannot be put down until it
has been read. It grabs hold of
the reader because it has such a
stmng message to convey.
The 352-pnge book is full of
inter esting facts about the
phenomenon of human
memot-y.
The photographs in the book
provide the reader with a basis
upon which to relate to the
story.
Sins of the Father tells the
story of 11 woman plagued with
knowledge :;he didn't want knowledge that pitted fnmily
members against. each other
and disprovea the saying that
blood is thicker than water.
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Students prefer rap and dance .

By MICHELE CARLTON

By JON FUTRELL

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Marty Linson, a senior art major from Martin, Tenn., has
developed "The Lavorus Lens,'' an exhibition of black-andwhite silver prints.
Linson said the exhibition is an investigation of the architecture and man-made objects in the community of
Murray.
" I was trying to communicate a sense of what the buildings
felt like, not a documentation of what the buildings looked
like," he said. "1 wanted to show wh at I feel when I am there
or what I would like my viewers to feel."
Linson said he began his interest in photography when he
came to Murray State.
"I was really interested in getting away from photography
as snapshot photos and more into expression," he said.
•
Linson said one of his professors encouraged him to pursue
photography as a career.
"Michael Johnson showed me a new way of looking at
things besides the other established arts, like painting and
sculpture," he said.
Johnson, an associate professor of art, said Linson shows
glimpses of how he perceives what he sees.
"This work deals in formal structure composition
elements," Johnson said , 1 'and it is not journalistic in its
formats."
Linson said he plans to work in photography part time after
receiving his clegree.
"I would like to get experience in different fields without
having commitment to one particular organization," he Raid.

It doesn't seem too shocking
for a daughter to accuse her
father of murder in today's
society; yet murdering Nason
was only one of Franklin's
crimes . He had sexually
molested his children, four
daughters and one son, and had
physically abused them daily.
The novel clearly describes
the tragedy of Ei l een's
childhood using explicit details
meant to emphasize that sexual
molestation is a reality.
It is shocking in many places
to read in explicit detail the
agony felt by Eileen, such as
when she was raped by her godfather while her father held her
down.

I

!

They might listen to their
parents. They might listen to
their professors. They might
listen to their roommates. They
might even listen to reason.
But one thing is for certain:
Murray State University
students do listen to music.
What types of music do they
listen to? It depends on who is
asked.
Mark Whitaker. a senior
psychology major from Murray,
works at Music Control and the
Information Desk in the Curris
Center.
Music Control allows
students, through rented headphones, to listen to one of
several tapes available. All
students have to do is present a
valid MSU ID.
Whitaker said 25 students
ask to play a tape during an
average day. He said R&B and
rap tapes are among the most
rented, but newer material
moves, as well.

'STEVEN O'RILEY'S ROBIN HOOD

WTHIS WEEK

HAT.SHOT

VIDEOS
Top 18IP.3 thi s WMk:
1. "Home Alone" {Fox}
2. " The Rescuers Down
Under" {Disney)
3. "Ghost" {Paramount)
4. "The Jungle Book" (Disney)
5. "The Terminator II" (Hemdale)
Top video rentals this week:
1. " Dane.. With Wolves"

(Orion)
2. "The Doors" (Live}
3. "The Hard Way" (MCA· Universal)
4. " Home Alone" (Fox)
5. "The Godfather Pan Ill"
(Paramount)

"Whatever's popular at the
time, like Madonna, Michael
Bolton or people we have more
than one tape of, those are who
get rented most," Whitaker
said.
New tapes arrive at Music
Control at the start of each
semester and at no other times,
Whitaker said.
That means if a tape is released during a semester, chances
are it will not show up at Music
Control until the next
semester.
Brenda Wright, mana ger of
Sunset Boulevard, said
students lean toward rap or
dance music, but their tastes in
artists can ch ange a lmost
weekly.
"Rap and dance artists are a
fad. They come and go," Wright
said.
" One week, students are buying Public Enemy and the next
week Prince. The students
come in whenever they're in
the mood for music. They are
very eclectic," she said.

I

She also said one style of
Students, of course, have
music is making a return to
their own ideas about what 'I
prominence.
they like in music.
"Rock 'n' roll seems to be
Brnd Scott, a freshman in- :1
making a comeback," Wright dustrial technology major from
said. "More and more students Paris, Tenn., said he is a noware buying Guns 'N Roses, the and-then radio listener who can
Rolling Stones, Bob Seger, AC- listen to and like anything.
DC - you could name just
"I listen to everything: rap,
about any rock artist and they Jim Morrison, country, Hank
are selling."
Williams Jr.," Scott said. "It's
T is h Usher, assistant usually what's on the radio that
manager of Terrapin Station, I listen to."
said students go for three types
Cheryl Satterwhite, a senior
of music, barring any big new elementary education fllajor
releases.
from Murray, said she listens to
"If there's a big new release, music most of the time whether
such as Guns 'N Roses or she is at home or in the car. She
Metallica, then we sell more of said she prefers the music she
those," Usher said. "Otherwise, grew up on.
it's alternative or progressive
" I like most all of the groups
music, metal and rap.·•
from the '50s and the '60s," SatShe said much of the store's terwhite said. "When I turn on
student business comes from the radio, I can usually find
items not yet in t he store.
something good."
"There are types of people
Barry Winfield, a sophomore
wanting all types of music. We art education major from Murhave a fairly good percentage of ray, said he listens to all sorts
students who like to make of mu!>ic and encourages others
special orders," Usher snid. to do the same.

MUSIC
TopSingln:
1. "Romantic" Karyn White
(Wa.rntll Bros.)
2. "Emotions" Mariah carey
(Columbia)- Gold
3. "Cream" Prtnc::eandtheN.P.G.

(Palsely Pari<)
4. "DoAnythlng"Natural~

tion (Eastwest)
5. "can't Stop This Thing We

Started" Bryan Adams (A&M)
6. "Hole Hearted" Extreme
(A&M)
7. "RMI Real RMI" JeeusJones
(SBK}
8. "O.P.P." Naughty By Nature
(Tommy Boy)- Platinum
9. "Don't Want to Be a Fool"
Luther Vandross (Epic)
1o. "The One and Only" Chesney Hawkel (Chtysalll)

Top country alngln:
1. " Anymore" Travis T ritt
(Warner Bros.)
2. " Someday" Alan Jackson

(Artsta)

3. "NewWaytoUghtUpanOid
Flame" Joe Diffie {Epic)
4. "Keep It Between The Unes"
Ricky Van Shelton (Columbia)
5. "Tempted"MartyStuart(MCA)
6. "Shameless" Garth Brooks
(Cepltol)
7. "Brotherly Love" Keith
Whitley & Earl Thomas Conley
(RCA)
8. "Uke We Never Had a BroUn Heert" Tr1sha Year.wod (MCA)
9. "A Picture Of Me Without
You" Lorrie Morgan (RCA)
1o. "Hurt Me Bed In a Real Good
Way" Patty Lovelee8 (MCA)

TopLP's:
1. ''Ropln' theWind" GarthBrooks
(Capitol)
2. " Use Your Illusion II" Guns
N' Roses (Geffen)
3. "Decade of Decadence" Motley Crue (Electra)
4. " Diamonds & Pearls" Prince
(Paisley Park)
5. " Metalllca" Metallic& (Electra}
6. "Apocalypse91 ••. TheEnemy
Strikes" Public Enemy (Def Jam)
7. ''Emotions" Mariah Carey {Columbia)
8. " Use Your Illusion I" Guns N'
Roses (Geffen)
9. "Waking Up the Neighbours"
Bryan Adams (A&M)
10. "No Fences" Garth Brooks
(Capitol)-- Platinum (More than 1
million units sold.)

Graphic by LEANN BUCKUN
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Lady Racers ready for season

JOHN

WRIGHT
Assistant
Sports Editor

By SCOTT FLEMING
Sports Editor

The 1991-92 Lady Racer basketball
team knows that to be successful a
good relationship must exist between
the coaches and the players and among
the playet·s themselves.
"You have to have chemistry between the coach and the players and the
players and each other to be successful," said Lady Racer head coach
Kelly Breazeale.
The team ' has three returning
starter~:; from last year: Julie Pinson, a
5-foot-8-inch senior guard from Lee's
Summit, Mo., who averages 10.8 points
per game (ppg) and 136 assists; Jennifer Parker , a 5 -foot -7 -inch
sophomore from Murray, 10.4 ppg; and
Angie Waldon, a 6-foot-2-inch senior
from Jackson, Tenn., 6.9 ppg and 4.6
rebounds per game (rpg).
Pinson is just 20 steals away from
setting a new Murray State University
record.
Lost from a year ago are Michelle
Wenning Ricks (14.8 ppg, 9 rpg), and
Tawnya Pierce (12.6 ppg, 5 rpg), the
team's top scorers and rebounders. But
that doesn't discourage head coach
Kelly Breazeale.
"All of our returning players saw a
lot of action. They are all OVC tested,"
Breazeale said. "The fact that they faced a lot of adversity made them
stronger as a team and bound them
together."
Breazeale also praised "Fondo"
Gardner (8 ppg, 5 rpg), who will help
the team in defense, rebounding and
scoring in the paint. Mechelle and
Melissa Shelton have increased their
aggressiveness, Breazeale said, and
they will be big contributors this year.
A walk-on last year, sophomore
Allison Gallimore earned a scholarship
for this year by showing off her
shooting touch last year. She hit 22
three-point field goals.
" Lora (Mote) is doing a super job at
backing up the point guard and filling
in a t the two spot (off guard),"
Breazeale said. "She gives us a lot of
height, a very quick player and a great
court leader."
Breazeale also gave an excellent
review for red-shirt junior Kristi Snell,
a 5-foot-9-inch guard from House Springs, Mo. "She can drive to the basket,
she can shoot, and she's the quickest
player on defense."
The team has six freshmen coming
into the program this year. They are
Sharlin Barfield, a 5-foot-11-inch for-

Crowds can
cheer team
to victories

Photo by DON MCCUISTON
Lady Ra ce r basketball player Lora Mote looks fo r a n opening In the opposing defense during a practice session.
Murray State opens Its season Nov. 23 a gainst Mis souri-Rolla, as Kelly Breazeale begins her first full season as
head coach .
ward ft·om Mettopolis, Ill.; Donna
Brookshire, a· 5-foot-8-inch guard from
Paducah ; R echelle Cadwell , a
5-foot-10-inch guard from Benton;
Denise Donnelly, a 5-foot-7-inch guard
from Mount Pulaski, ill. ; Kriste
Haberer, a 6-foot forward from
Charleston, Ill .; Lequida Pearson, a
5-foot-10-inch forward from Waverly ,
Tenn.; and Emily McConnell , a
6-foot-2- in~h junior from Wabash
Valley Junior College.
Breazeale said that despite last.
year's 9-18 recor~. things began to
come together near the end of the
season.
" We finished so strong, beating two
out of the three teams that made the
OVC tournament," she said, speaking
of crushing Eastern Kentucky 90-65
and Middle Tennessee State 91-81.
This year the Lady Racer offense will
feature what coach Breazeale calls the
"run-and-stun." It will include a very
up-tempo, aggressive style of play.
Run-and-stun will feature a very quick
transition from defense to offense. and
the offense is set up to score a lot of
points quickly and press on defense.

" I'm real intense and like for our
girls to be intense and very aggressive," Breazeale said. "I think that
the Racer fans are going to be pleased
with the style that these girls play and
the emotion that they play with. "
She said that a season goal is to
make the OVC women's tournament,
in which only the top four teams participate, as opposed to all teams participating in the men's tournament.
Breazeale said the teams to concentrate on this year are Tennessee Tech,
Eastern Kentucky, which is retw·ning
four starters, and Tennessee State,
which had a good recruiting year.
Breazeale said that Southeast
M1ssouri" coiilci be very competitive,
either beating or coming very close to
beating severaJ OVC schools.
Coach Breazeale said the team takes
one day at a time and gets the most
they can out of each day.
" When you have an attitude like
that, then you're always going to be
wil·iners,·• Breazeale said. "When you
give it everything you've got that day
and walk away from it and say, 'That
was the best we can do,' it 's all you can

ask for."
Although the preseason polls have
put the Lady Racers sixth, the Lady
Racers themselves have different
views.
Breazeale said she and the team like
the challenge of earning the respect of
the other OVC teams.
"This year's team is more excited,
and everybody's working harder
because we know we're going to be
more successful than last year," said
sophomore guard Jennifer Parker.
"We have some good recruits in, and
everybody's just working hard."
"The team's more enthusiastic than
last year and there's a good chemistry
between the team, and I th ink we will
have a successful year," said Melissa
Shelton, a 5-foot-10-inch sophomore
from Albany.
"In one of the polls they picked us
next to last," said Angie Waldon, a
6-foot-2-inch senior from Jackson,
Tenn., "but we're going to have to prove that we are one of the top
contenders."

Steady decline at games
By JOHN WRIGHT
Assistant Sports Editor

Two weeks ago, just over
2,000 fans showed up to see
Morehead State defeat Murray
State 20-10 at Stewart
Stadium. That fact is part of a
trend.
Over the last five seasons, the
average attendance of Murray
State games has ch·opped, with
last season's average of just
more than 5,000 matching the
average compiled during those
seasons.
That figure is a far cry from
the 1985 attendance average of
more than 10,000, with the
largest of those crowds being
the 14,800 that showed up for
the Morehead State game. That
attendance came within 2,000
of capacity for Stewart
Stadium. But almost 12,000
less showed up for this year's
game against that same team.
Crowds have dwindled
dramatically since then. Just
one year later, Stewart
Stadium averaged a little more
than 5,000 a game. Something
is a bit strange, however, about
that dramatic drop. Both the

AVERAGE HOME
ATTENDANCEc::::D
Football game attendance at Roy
Stewart Stadium, excluding the
two games left for this season:

1985 10,000
1986 5,000
1987 6,000
1988 3,000
1989 6,000
1990 5,100
1991
4,800
,
Source; SPORTS INFORMATION

1985 and 1986 Racer teams
sported identical 7-3-1 records.
Even more strange, in 1987
the attendance of Murray State
games actually •·ose. An
average of about 6,000 fans attended games that year, when
Murray State totaled a 6-5
mark for the season.
But then came 1988 and a
major downfall: the attendance
average sank to about 3,000 for
that year. Interestingly
enough, the lowest attendance

of that year or any of the last
six years occurred in one of the
Racers' four wins of that
season. a 23-22 upset of Middle
Tennessee. Just over 1,000
showed up to witness that
contest
A bit of a recovery was experienced the next season. Attendance at Stewart Stadium
rose to the 1987 level of about
6,000. Two of the home games,
against Western Kentucky and
Morehead State, yielded crowds
in excess of 10,000.
While the Racers haven't
drawn at home very well,
however, their presence on the
road has attracte'd rather large
crowds.
Richmond's Hanger Field
overflowed in 1989 when
Eastern Kentucky entertained
the Racers. That stadium's
20,000-seat capacity was exceeded by 200 at that particular
game. Also, in 1986 more than
18,00Q fans witnessed the
Racers' nationally televised
game with then Ohio Valley
Conference rival Akron in that
school's home stadium, the
Rubber Bowl.

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

NOW LISTEN UP
New Racer basketball head coach Scott Edgar watches Intent·
ly as his team goes through drills during practice at Racer
Arena.

We've been down this road
before.
Last year, The Murray State
News had a commentary about
the crowd support at Racer
home football games. I think it
was after last year's Middle
Tennessee game, when less
than 2,000 fans bothered to
show up.
Now it is my turn to go on the
offensive.
The truth of the matter is
that this year's Racers make up
a far better team than last
year's. Injuries at key positions
have hurt the team and probably have kept it from showing its true potential. It
deserves better than what it got
two weeks ago, when a few'<}
more than 2,000 fans showed in
Stewart Stadium for the
Morehead State game.
Are you ready for a shock?
This team bas a chance for a
winning season. However, the
pieces were ready to really
come together for the Racers
against the Eagles.
They were coming off a huge
win over UT Martin and bad a
week off in front of them after
the Morehead game. They also
had motivation to prepare for
the Eagles after having suffered a 69-6 embarrassment
last year at Morehead .
Everything was right for a
Racer romp that could have carried them the rest of the year.
Who cared? Nobody!
The biggest game of tli,e year,
a nd nobody - well almost
nobody, that is - shows up for
it. Most people don't think
crowd support makes that big of
a difference. I'll guarantee you
it does. Seeing the whole
stadium virtually empty two
weeks ago could not have
helped the Racers at all in their
game with Morehead.
Maybe it was that Morehead
State is not the most wellknown team around. Or it could
have been that the prospect of
seeing two teams with losing
records was not the most attractive thing in the world.
But if the fans would have
just thought for a moment and
looked at this game for what it
was really worth, they would
have realized that it was worth
seeing.
I guess the best way to tell
what kind of an effect a crowd
can have is by asking players
themselves, like quarterback
Tremain Lewis. He said that a
crowd like the outstanding turnout for the UT Martin game
does help. But he told me
something that really summed
up the whole issue: "It makes
him (a player) want it more."
To me, that one comment
from Lewis put the issue into
perspective.
Coaching is the big part of
football; without it, success
would be impossible. But it
takes that little extra
sometimes to get over the hill.
Come on, Racer rooters, let's
get behind these guys. They're
giving all the effort possible
and could use that extra boost.
But most of all, even though the
record does not show it, they
deserve it.

Racer of the Week
Carl Dillard received Racer of the
Week honors after placing fifth Satur, day in the 1991 Ohio Valley Conference Cross Country Championship in
Nashville, Tenn.
Di llard, a sopho more from
' Hopkinsville, completed the 8,000meter course at Percy Warner Park In
27:14 to help pace the Racers to a
second-place finish behind the Colonels of Eastern Kentucky.
Dillard is also a member of the 1990
men's OVC champion track team and
competes in the 400-meter, the 800meter and mile runs.

~-..: : ; .RA: :.:.:. .:C;.; ;:E__
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OVC Success

Carl Dilla rd

The Men's and women's cross country teams
will begin turning their attention to track soon
after ending their seasons Saturday with 2nd
and 3rd place finishes, respectively, at the O hio
'Valley Conference meet in Nashville, Tenn.
Carl Dillard lead the way for the men with a
fifth-place time of 27:14 over 8,000 meters, and
Heather Huhn placed 7th to pace the way for the
women completing the 5,000 meter course in
18:58.
Story on Page 12

Roundball fever

Aching knees

The 1991-92 Racer basketball season looks as if it will be as thrilling as last
s eason, and also brings a sense of
newness a nd s uspense of a new team.
The me n's basketball season gets
under way Saturda y with the BlueGold ga me a t Racer Are na at 7:30 p.m.
Racer fans can catch a glimps e of new
head basketba ll coach Scott Edga r in
action, as we ll as All-American candidate Popeye J ones and the rest of the
Racer team.
Some of the opponents on tap for the
Racers this season include Me mphis
State. Texas a nd Arkansas State.

Knee injuries have ended or ham- :
pered the careers of ma ny sports fig- ~
ures, and the chances of ever returning
to the playing field a t the amateur. collegiate or profes s ional leve l after s uch
an injury are very s lim.
With the knee injury e pide mic run- :
ning as rampant on the Racer football
team a s the common cold In the dead of
winter, one can only hope that the bug:
will pass over the team for their last
remaining games of the 1991 s eason.
In the Novembe r 8 issue the sports
section takes an in-de pth look into the
causes and effects of knee injuries. 1
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Runners place well in OVC meet
By HEATHER KEITH

and 27th at 29:58. respectively.
Coach Stan Nnrewski knew
the performance of his third,
fourth and fifth runners would
be key in MSU's finish , and he
wasn't disappointed.
"We got extra effort out of
Matkovich, Leseure and
Ward," he said.
Narewski citPd the lust 900
meters of lhc mce as lhe
deciding factor in Murray's
second·place finish. At that
point, Morehead wa:-; threatening the Racers, but the MSU
runners dug in and moved up to
take second place.
''\Ve weren't in a secure posi·
tion wilh a mile to go,'' said
Narewski. "In the last 900

TRACK

Staff Writer

The Murray State University
women's and men's cross coun·
try teams capped their seasons
in fine fashion Saturday in
Nashville, Tenn.
The men placed second
behind Eastern Kentucky
University at the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship, and
the women came in third
behind Eastern and Middle
Tennessee State. Both MSU
teams had a chance to preview
the Percy Warner Park cour::;e
during the Oct. 19 Vanderbilt
Invitational.
The men's team compiled 58
points Saturday to OVC

powerhouse Eastern's 24 .
Eastern swept the top fow·
spots, but MSU senior Carl
Dillard finished fifth at 27;14.
just over a minute behind the
top time of 26:13. J unior Chris
Barrigar ended an outstanding
season with a sixth·place finish
and a time of 27:22.
Freshman Matt Ma.lkovich,
senior J.K. Leseure and junior
Kevin Ward finished 12th at
28:07, 16th at 28:23 and 19th at
28:32, respectively, for Murray.
John Ackerman and Stevon
Roberts rounded out the Racer
runners, finishing 20th at 28:42

meters the guys got us
everything we needed."
Narewski said that defeating
Morehead, a team MSU has
been chasing for three years,
was an added satisfaction.
"We've been thinking and
planning and working toward
beating Morehead," he said.
''They've escaped us for several
yenrs."
The MSU women's top
finisher at the OVC meet was
senior Heather Huhn, who
finished seventh at 18:58 on the
5,000·meter course. Another
senior, Kendra Hedlund, was
tenth at 19:44. Finishing 14th
was Rebecca Mizner at 19:44.
· The rest of MSU's runners

were spread out: Monica
Koosman, 21st at 20:30; Melody
Helgerson, 29th at 21:24:
Lasenna Powell; 42nd at 22:15;
and Beth Stocker, 48th at
24:10.
Coach Margaret Simmons,
who will be retiring from
coaching after this year, had
mixed feelings about her team's
performance at Nashville.
'"fhey dese1·ved to run
faster," she said. "They've real·
ly worked hard, and they're a
really good bunch of kids to
work with."
Coach Narewski will be taking over the women's cross
country team next year, and
has already begun recruiting

for both teams. Narewski feels
positive as he looks to next
season on the basis of this
year's success, which he attributes in part to a healthy,
injury-free season and a great
attitude from all the athletes.
"We've gotten progressively
better. They've listened well,
and we've had good leadership," Narewski said.
The cross country teams will
lose seniors Heather Huhn,
Kendra Hedlund. John Ackerman, Carl Dillard and J.K.
Leseure.
·Now many of the cross country athletes will be switching
gears for the coming t rack.
season.
'
'

.

Racers hoping for third win
tinued to play most of the 1·est
of the game.
Unfortunately his ability to
play in pain is not going to be
enough to keep him on the field;
he is out for the rest of the
season.
Offensive guard Norman
Mims appeared to be making
enough progress with his injured knee to return before the
season's end, but complications
have developed that could keep
him out of action the rest of the
season. Also, defensive back
Beau Brown, sidelined with a
knee injury, is being given only
a slim chance of returning to
the Racer lineup.
But there is some good news
in the injury department.
Linebacker Jimmy Stratton is

By JOHN WRIGHT
Assistant Sports Editor

The Racers will try to bounce
back from their disappointing
20-10 loss to Morehead State
when they journey Saturday to
Cookeville, Tenn., to play Tennessee Tech.
The team is still in search of
its third win of the season.
As has been the case a 11
season, the Racers once again
have hijury problems and con·
linue to lose valuable members
of the team. ·
The newest casualty is defenRive back Tyrone Young, who
broke a bone in his left wrist
during the loss to Morehead
two weeks ago. Young sustained the injury in the first
quarter of that game yet con-

making good progress
recuperating from his knee in·
jury and may sec action soon .
Also. defensive tackle Matt
Horsey's rehabilitation is going
well enough that he could
return in time for next week's
Eastern Kentucky game.
Cunently, seven starters and
three backups are out of action
for the Racers.
As for the rest of the team, it
is preparing to battle Tech,
which is 1·7 overall and 1-3 in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Golden Eagles are coming
off a 21.20 Joss to Morehead
State. Clo~e losses in the OVC
are becoming a bad habit for
Tech, which has also' suffered
losses to UT Martin, 24-16. and

Eastern Kentucky, 19-13.
"I thought they could've
beaten UTM, and they let
Morehead come back and beat
them last week," said Racer
head coach Mike Mahoney.
''They tore up Austin Peay
(32-7), and in that game they
did just about anything they
wanted, so they are capable."
The Golden Eagles feature
the OVC's sixth leading rusher
in tailback Wil1ie Queen, who
has rushed for 345 yards this
season and averages 6.9 yards a
carry. Tech also has the conference's fifth leading scorer in
kicker Daniel Gipson, who has
scored 44 points this season and
has kicked an OVC-leading 10
field goals.

Busy riflers place at matches
By SCOTT FLEMING

with 1,148 while shooting a 380
in air rifle. Teammates John
Cline and Diana Muth tied for
third in smallbore with 1.145.
Lance Goldhahn shot 1,126 in
smallbore and won first place in
air rifle with a 385.
"I think the team performed
fairly well," said Kate
Keleman. "It took a lot of
energy out of us because it was
a two-day match."
''None of us performed to our
potential." said Diana Muth,
who shot a 379 in air rifle. ·
It was a good day for John
Cline, who performed well in
smallbore.
"I shot a personal best.
Thmgs weren't going very well,
but we still managed to win,"
Cline said.
Angie Johnson shot 1,132 in
smallbore and 372 in air rifle.
Benjie Belden shot 1,125 in
smallbore and 379 in air rifle,
and Karen Harbaugh shot
1,123 in smallbore and 375 in
ai1· rifle.

Sports Editor

Sometimes a team's belewaverage performance may not
be from lack of practice; it may
be from travel fatigue.
The Racer rifle team was, to
say the least, busy last
weekend.
Saturday the team traveled to
Cookeville, Tenn., to compete
in the Golden Eagle Invitational, finishing second behind
Tennessee Tech's 4,594 in
£mall bore and 1,510 in air rifle.
The Racers' team score was
4,547 in smallbore and 1,507 in
air rifle.
After the long trip back to
Murray, the riflers hosted the
U.S. Air Force Academy on
Sunday. Although the Racers
did win, coach Elvis Green said
he was disappointed.
"We did not ·perform even
close to our potential,'' Green
said.
Beth Herzman led all scorers
in the smallbore competition

Photo by DON MCCUISTON
Racer volleyball players Renee Bailey, 11 , and Rosanne
Brown, 22, prepare to resume play during Tuesday night's
match with Evansville.

Racers defeat Aces
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

Photo by SHAWN LOCKMAN
Angie Ames, a freshman from Paducah, takes her best shot at
the rifle range located in Stewart Stadium. The Racers came In
second Saturday at the Golden Eagle Invitational and defeated
the U.S. Ai r Force Academy on Sunday.

Sunset Boulevard Music

RESERVE

Tuesday night, in' four close games in front of a live television audience and an excited home crowd, the Murray State
Racer volleyba11 team defeated Evansville 15·8, 15·7, 16·14
and 15-8.
Jill Doty led the Racers with 13 kills, followed closely by
Renee Bailey and Roseanne Brown with 10 kills eacli . .Belinda Rubio's 18 digs made her the leader in that category,
followed by Doty's 10.
The Racers are 11-14 overall and 6-4 in Ohio Valley Conference play. The Racers will face two of their greatest rivals
this weekend at home when they take on Eastern Kentucky
and Morehead.
"We really want to perform well at home, and these two
teams are our biggest threat in the OVC," said coach Oscar
Segovia. "I feel that we had something to prove with
Evansville and we passed that test.
"We need more energy and concentration to go into the last
part of the season,'' he said. "With only about three weeks
left, it's come down to all or nothing for us. We want to go into postseason play ranked at least second or third.
"On this team we have some players that really get us
motivated," Segovia said. "Jill Doty is the type of player that
every coach wishes for. She plays to win, and with her ex·
perience a lot of pressure is put on Jill, but she seems to handle it.
The Racers play Eastern Kentucky Friday night and
Morehead Saturday night. Both games will be in the North
Gym at 7 p.m.

' OFFICERS'

TRIIIIIG

DIXIELAND CENTER N0 .7- CHESTNUT STREET
753 0113

Behind Papa John's Pizza

$1 Off Any Cassette Tape • $2 Off Any Compact Disc
REG. PRICE

REG. PRICE

Expires 11·15·91
YOUR

/////~

+ ~it-J•J

CAR STEREO SPECIALJST- CUSTOM INSTAllATION

C{assic Pizza
759-1551

HolD'I:

3 P.DJ. - 12 a.m.
12 p.m. - 12 a.m.

Monday - Thunday
Friday - Saturday

MIL'IiY7
Adventure Training
Ba1Jd your Mlfo(;OI!Me! M 1ft tlUa aclting
Army ROTC ~ We'll 9M you out ol the
clauroom and into ~.

I

IIMYIOTC

FREE DELIVERY
($4 minimum)

For more information contact
Captain Hanison
(502) 7624123

CORPS
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SCOREBOARD
Team Flnlahts - Women
1. Eastern Kentucky
2. Middle Tennessee

23

44
81

3. Murray State
4. Morehead State

Football Standings
~AU.

3.0 (6-1)

Eastem Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State

4 -1 (5-2)

·2-1 (3-4)
2-2 (2-6)
2-2 (4-3)

2-3 (2-7)
.1-4 (1-7}
0-3 (2-5)

Murray State

' T - - Sllle'a game w. JaclcMn 81nt and
Mo..-hNd Sllllll'• gtmo "'· w..e.m ~<an~uc~cy

-

doelenatod eonr.enoo QM10t.

5. Southeast Missouri State
6. Austin Peay
7. Tennessee Tech
8. Tennessee State

120
129
141

163
200

Top Ito Flnlsbera • 5.000 m
1. Amf Clements
EKU
2. KlyaThomaa
MTSU
3. Tf8()8)' Bunce
EKU
4. t<a-en Barnes
M1'SU
5. Jamie GotTen
EKU
8. C.-ena Winters
EKU
7. Heather Huhn USU
8. Robi\Webb
EKU
9. Steph Chaney
EKU
10. Kendra HedlundMSU

t 8:08
18:19
18:22
18:32
18:44
18:55
18:58
19:02
19:08
19: 18

Other Bactr Finishers

Volleyball Standings
Southeast Missouri
Eastem Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Austin Peay
Middle Tenessee
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State

:
:
•
:

Iff
1

c!_;--

~AU.
10-2(14-11)
7-2(14-12)

6-3 (13-9)

tm......2
6-1, 8-()
7-6, 6-3

Overall Ttam R11ults

69
156

• 7. Austin Peay

162
No Score

8. Tennessee State

: Top 10 Finishers - 8000 m
EKU
EKU
EKU
EKU
MSU

usu
MoSU
SEMO
MoSU
SEMO

26:13
26:25
26:44
26:50
27 :14
27 :22
27:25
27:30
27:43
27:53

1

Other Racer Finishers
1Matt Malkovlch
12th
James Leseure
Kevin Ward
John Ackennan

16th
19th
20th

28:07
28:23
28:32
28:42

USAF
~

'

4. USAF-Siver

4,759

Martin Janaon d.
Adrian DeVore · II.
5-7, 7-5, ret.
~Hamon· MTSUd.
Janson
3-6,6-3.6-1
Rou Loel • Minnesota d.
Janson
&-4,6-3

Team Rtsults - Smal!bore
USAF-Blue
USAF-slvef'

Team RtSults - Air Rifle
MSU..Qold

1,527

USAF-Blue

1,506

MSU-Biue
USAF-slvef'

1,505
1,072

Individual Leaders
MSU·Biue
U

6-4, 6-4

A8.

1,145
1,1 32
1,123
1,145

J . Cline
A. Johnson
K. Hatbaugh
~
D. Muth
Grant Julian - Minn. d.
Mike Hall
8-<1, 6-2
B. Herzman
Hall d .
MSU·Gold
Wlnc:up
6-2. 6- t
L HolctliWl
8 . Belden
.tm....Jl
K.l<elenW't
Scott Yarbrough d.
B. Herzman
John Brumbaugh· Ohio Staae6-3, 7-6(7-5) O. Muth

378
372
375

380
1,128
1,125
1,114
1,148

385
379
3&4

379

I

I

I

Away

• No Scheduled Event

University of
Evansvi/16 at the North Gym, OctobtN
29.

Lady Racers vs. the

@

Y<>IJ .EYBALt

MSU
UE

DePaul
MSU

15
11

15
11

3
15

15
10

lnd!yldyal Leaders

4,545
4,513
4,500
3,887

MSU-Biue
MSlJ.Gold

Home

1-

*Rifle

vs. O.PIIUI University st
Jonesboro, Arlt., Octob9r 26.

tiil......3

I

FUWIII«y. Nk.

~ RactHa

8,().40
6,006

2-6, 7·5, 8-4

...

'

~. o..

Golf

4,594
4,547
4,536
4,•U9

6,050

&-4, 8-4

d

•,

Falrflold loJI Pepol lnvltallonll

2. MSU-Gold
3. USAF-Blue

Jan Frledrlckson d .
Rk:k Stoler • MTSU
Frledrlckson d .
Mike Plitchard - Vendy
Deen Hluskko - Minn. d.
Frledrlckaon

Roglqn . :0:·S ll'CA ~u
..l¥flit,•,
,,

,.

Men's
Tennis

IUFLE

1. MSU·Biue

.tiA.....!

1 p.m.

*Women's
Tennis

Results of the Shoulder-To-Shouldsr
RJfJe Cot1p1titlon ~ Air Force at Murray
Stat9 October 2 7.

101

NOf\tl Gym

*Women's
CrossCountry

Brooks/Poore d.
Y~lisson • MTSU 6-4,6-7, 6-3
Brook8/Poore d .
Puen18SIE.bet1y - Ill.
6-4, 8-4
Brooks/Poore d .
NeumoftiRoctlguz - Minn.
7-6, 6-3

Tenne.... Tech
Murray State

6. Tennessee Tech

!

7-6, 6-2

B Flight

Team Rtsults

t 3. Morehead State
: 4. Southeast Missouri State
: 5. Middle Tennessee 139

:1.

Hluskko.'Anderson - Minn. d.
Hawthorne/Yarbrough

Pau Goebel · MTSU d.
Jimmy Brooks
6-4, 6-4
Huguea I..AMrdlere • SlUE d.
Brooks
4-6, HI, 7-6 (7-5)

24
58

Moroh..d

*Men's
CrossCountry

tiR.....1

6-4,6-3

"-"'7:10 p....

.,...

Eellotn
Kontucky
North Gym
7 p.m.

Volleyball

6-3, 8-4

lod!yldual Rtsults - S!ngl11

Doug Hawthorne d.
Kyter Updyke· SlUE
Guln Sjobetg • Verrdy d.
Hawthorne
Mark J<ralewskl · IHinols d.
Hawthorne

lluo • Qokl
lntr..qutdo
Qamo

6-2,6-1

Rtsy!ta - Doyblll
A Flight

LJ"-

Thurtd«y 1

T-.,
UIOp.m.
waN 1011.7

Basketball

6-2, 6-3

0-9 (5-13)

: Team Flnlthll - Men
: 1. Eastern Kentucky
~ 2. Murray State

4. Rob Colvin
l 5. Carl Dillard
l &. Chris Barriger
Mn Stauffer
, 8. Bryant Wlight
%9. 811an Blnon
10. Dave Baker

~TENNIS

w~·

Tuotday 5

Monday 4

~.

Football

.tm....Jl
David Puchal · SlUE d.
Chad Dowdy
Ed YOUtg - MTSU d.
Dowdy
John Han:llmon - SlUE d.
Dowdy

Sundar a

s.tllldey 2

1

"t-.1'. . "-

Evan Klee • Ohio State d.
Andy Poore
3-6, 7-6(7·5), 6-2
Oorr*1lque Roctlguez • Minn. d.
Poore
6-2, 6-2

Rssults of the match at Cool<evllle,
Tenn., Octob9r 26.

msutts of the1991
: Ohio Vs/16y Conference ero.s-Country
; ChafTfJ/onshlp$ at Psrcy Warner Parle In
: Naxhvl/16, Tenn., Octobsr 26.

1

48th

19:44
20:30
2124
22:15
24:10

F~y

SPORT

tm....1

Rtlsults of the Southern IJ/Inola/7-UP
TOCJf1JBITWft at Edward8vllls, II.,
Octob6r 25-27.

: MctJ~ and women•

j 1. John Nganga
2. Dave Hawes

14th
21st
29th
<42nd

RACER SPORTS WEEK

5-7,6-4, 6-4

8· 4(11-14)
5-3 (12-9)
3-7 (7-1 9)
3-7 (4-19)

CR<>SS
C()l lNTH)r

1
, 3. llm Menoher

Rebecca Mlzener
Monica Koosman
Melody Helgerson
LaSenna Powell
Beth S1ooker

Sadri Guec:he • Ill. d.
Yarbrough
David ThomiDf'l· MTSU d.
Yarbrough

KILLS • Doty 13, Webster 6, Bailey 5,
DonneUy 3, Balr 3, (wllh 2) Morthland,
Rubio and Brown.
ASSISTS • Donnelly 17,Rublo 13.
DIGS · Donnelly 15, Doty 14, Balr 9,
Rutllo 6, Brown 6, Dearwot1h 3, Geralds
2, Morthland 2, Webster 1•

15
4

15
11

15
7

14
16

15
8

Individual Ltaders
KILLS - Doty 13, Bailey 10, Brown 10,
Balr 2, Morthland 2.
ASSISTS · Rubio 17, Donnelly 9,
HlghiMd 7, Doty 1, Mort1land 1.
DIGS - Rubio 18, Doty 10, Bailey 7,
Donnely 6, Brown 5.

0

I:\TR.\ -

1\ ll 1HAI.S
Results of lntsrmural Footbal .u or
Thursday, October 31.

Lady Racers vs. Arlcan$11$ Stats at
Jonssboro, Ark. , October 26.

ASU
MSU

15
8

HllL
15
3

Individual Leaders
KILLS • Doty 5, Balr 5, Donnelly 3,
Dearworth 2, Morthland 1.
ASSISTS • Donnelly 5, Rubio 5,
Hlgh'-'<f 2, Webster 1.
DIGS • Dearworth 25, Balr 22, Donnelly
10, Doty 10, Morthland 7, Geralds 3,
Rutllo 3, Brown 2, (Wittl1) Hghland,
Bally and Webster.

Longballs
Cotton Clubbers
Wannabee's
Red GuN
Jukes
Rln'lln' Rebels

W:..L
4-0

3-1

WarMongers

2-1
2-1
2-1
1-3
0-3

TNA

0-4

Cat Daddys
48ers
Eaglet
Long Gone

3-<)

Braves

3-1
2-1
2-1

Macho's Army
Bad Taste

1-2
0-2.

~Foreheads

0-3

Racers

4-0

"FSlr
Reckless Abandon
Hlle's Heroes
lhe"Beara"
Big (UK) Blue
Prtmellme
Rlft'lln' Rabbis

4-1
2·2
2-2
2-2
0-3
0-4

Thomas

End Zone Prone
Cereal Kllers
'The Mutants
Bela Rho Rhinos
Motorheads
Armageddon Boys
J.C. & the Boys

4-0
3-<)

3-1
1-2
0-2
0-3
0-3

Fraternity
AXA

5.()

3-1
3-1

ATO

IX

m

2-2
2·2
1-4

I1K.A
KA
ArP

1-4
().4

~
AOfi

W:..L.:.I

3-1-o
3-1.0

Alln

2·1-1
1-3-o

ABA

ArA

1..3-<)

Untouctlables

0-2·1

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

MISC.

MISC.

FOUND

,Beta Tau pledge dass of AI-

We love you Jatepeool You
were a great snail. Sony about
theaquartumsalt. We jUstdidn't
knowl Rush In Peace, duclel
Love, CAS and AMC.

Alpha Tau Omega and Baseball Team Thanks for a great
mlxerl The Sisters of Sigma
Sigma Sigma.

Earn $2500 & Free tripe sell·
log Spling Break Packages to
Bahamas, Mexico, Jamaica.
Flotldal Best tlips & Plicesl
Spring Bteak Travel 1-800-

$150 REWARD leadng to the
arrest and c:onvk:tlon of the
person and persons who de·
stroyed two slgnsalthe SIGMA
PI FRATERNITY HOUSE on
the night of October 23, 1991 •
Sendlmrmaton c/o PnMIIdent.
Housing Corporation, 21 0 S.
Skaggs, Hantsburgh, IL 62946,
or call 753-6225 or 753-9030.

MSU Escort SeMoe, Dept. of
Public Safety offers escort
service after dar1< 7 days a
week. Call 782·2222.

Buy ft. sell It, or trade It In the

FOUnd something th8t dOesn't
belong to you? Advertise It In
the Murray Stats Newsclasslfleds for FREEl

pha ·Sigma Alpha, we are so
,excited about retreat. Good
,luck. Love the Sisters of Alpha
Sigma Alpha.

•Thanks to the brothers of AI !pha Tau Omega and Sigma
!Chi for an awesome Hallow}een mixer. Love, the Sisters of
IAlpha Sigma Alpha.
Th&Ms to the brothers of
Sigma PI for a great Fall Fest.
The Sisters ot Alpha Sigma
Alpha.
Michel, It's been the greatest
five months of my llfel Let's
make It last. GT527.
The Sisters of Alpha Delta PI
would like to thank all ot the fra·
temltles who participated In
Alpha Delta Pl 5001
Attention fr1ends and loved
ones (this means you, Richard
and Klml) You have 13 days
left to plan my surprise Birthday Party! Love, Sheny

The

Mr. Guitar, Thru the joy and
thru the tears we will stand
together thru all the years. I
Love You. Your Chilly Bolrd.

PI Kappa Alpha - Thanks for
an awesome Halloween mlxerl
The Sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma

Rattlesnakes for everyone,
They're on Double J.

'REW, 4.5 billion people, I'm
glad you found mel MonkeyBaby.
Dear Blond Bimbo - Guess
how many quarters I have In
rrPf hand and I'll let you have
both of themI Love, Your Box
of Rocks.
Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha,
thanks for showing us a great
time In the Haunted Forestl
Love, Balbi and Van&JS4.

Send a stressed fr1end a tensiOn·breaklng message In the
D81'800alsl

Happy Birthday Melinda! And
congnds on becoming a memberofthePesslmlstCiubll.ove,
One of your favortte Theta Chi
Delta Slat~ Sherry.
Please recydel

HELP WANTED
BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP
WANTEDIII NORTH AMER·
ICA'S BEST DAMN TOUR CO.
ONLY H·LIFE CAN OFFER
YOU A FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIP FOR EVERY 20 PAID
AND A CHANCE TO WIN A
YAMAHA WAVEJAMMER.
JOIN THOUSANDS OFOTHER
CAMPUS REPS CALL NOW 1·

800-263-5604.

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Detd!lne...... Wed. 3 p.m.
Hours: Monday, Wednesday and
friday 2:30- 5:00,Tuesday and Thursday 1-4 p.m.
Closed weekends and holidays.

838-6786.

FOR SALE
Lades Nlk.e tfklng Boots.
Gl88t Concltlon. Size 8 1/2.
Orlglnallycoet$80. Will sell for
$40 O.B.O. Call 759-4971,
leave message.

FOR RENT
Laka Front Cabin PineBluff-.
By Dey (Min. 2 days) orw-..
Deposit Required. 753·9658.

2 + Bedroom House partial or
unfumlshed, 15 min. from
MSU. Available December.
$425 month. 438-6098.
Looking tor a place to rent? Let
the Murray State News dastlfteds help. Look for us every
Fridavl

BUSINESS
SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
QUICK. Innovative Printing
1823 Hwy 121 Bypass. 753·
8802.
looking for a OJ to liven up
your next party, mixer orsodal
8YW4? Call L..uke Davis at (901)
842-8408. Reasonable rates,
good musk: and llgtu Included.
Typing seMoes offered. Will
do any job, large or small.
Quality W011<, Includes Spell·
checf(. Only $1 per page. Call
759-.4n2and leave message.

RATES

Wlh MSU ID:

1~ per word

Without MSU ID: ~per word

Over Twenty Words
Will MSU ID: 1~ per word
Wllhout MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WIU. BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment ~:

Classlfleda Department,
The Mu"ay State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

PEJlSONAI.S
ROOMMATES
BU8111ESS
SEJlVICES
FORAENT
FOR SALE
HElP WANTED
LOST& FOUND

RIDES
MISC.

NOTICE

Ward's Leather and Jewelry
Oakley Jackets
$29. 95
Leather Bomber Jackets
$149. 95
Snakeskin Wallets
$24. 95
Sterling Silver Panda Rings
$4. 50
Gold & Sterling Silver Pink Ice Rings
Starting At $29. 95

514 S. 12th St.

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

DAILY 9 A.M.· 6 P.M., SUNDAY 1 P.M.- 4 P.M/.,
7fb-1616

DONAL ROWLETT

President
l l UTIJ if [ ) ,

Send a stressed friend
a tension-breaking
message in the
classifieds
Foronly$1.
For a 1.imitat time, you can place a 10
~ified in the personals secdon for only $1.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1he Murray State News $1 PeiSOJaal Classifkd
Expires 11·12-91

INDEX

COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR
OF MURRAY, INC.

AS:

Murray
State
News
cluslfteds.Stop by Room 111
Wilson Hall for details.

753-8868

Serving Murray And Calloway County
For More Than 25 Years

Mall
Cash or
Check to:

The Murray State News
Box 2809 UD.lvenity Station
Murray, B:Y 42071

or

~or .9l[[tyour Jewe[ry !A&etfs
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CENTERS

POUCEBEAT

Continued from Page 1

Oct. 22

12:28 a.m. - A security guard from Woods Hall requested
that an officer speak to people in front of Woods Hall who
were creating a disturbance.

does not think the two facilities
will compete because they will
have different purposes.
Holland said the city of
Paducah needs more space for
events such as the annual quilt
show.
He said he believes the region
can support both centers.
"The people in Paducah will
come to Murray for some programs and those in Murray can
come to Paducah," he said.
"Some biggel cities support two
or three centers within
themselves, so I think this area
can do the same."
Holland said he and other city
officials do not see talk of state
budget cutbacks putting a halt
to the project's progress.
"I think in the legislature,
this end of the state has been
neglected," he said, "and the
state always supports economic
development projects."
Holland said an important
aspect of supporting two exhibition centers within the region
will be the cooperation in joint
scheduling.
"We will all have to work
together," he said. "Murray
needs a facility and Paducah
needs a facility. We hope it is
not an either-or situation."

Oct. 23
11:47 a .m. - Assistant Racer football coach Bob Larson

reported that a student's bicycle had been stolen.
1:06 p.m. - A bicycle was reported stolen.
Oct. 24

12:39 p.m. - A student reported a backpack had been
stolen from Winslow Cafeteria.
Oct. 25

12:44 p.m. - Physical plant reported that a moving crew
hit a parked car behind Regents Hall.
Oct. 26
6:19 p.m. - A resident adviser from Regents Hall reported

two males behind the dorm being loud on the hill between the
dorm and Bradley Bookstore.
Oct. 28

Noon - The pumpkins in front of Oakhurst were reported
stolen.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
April Dumanski, reporter, from materials available to the
public from the public safety department.

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

GIVING UNTIL IT HURTS
Heather Grogan, a sophomore social work major from Murray, takes advantllga of the opportunity to deduct a $5 parking ticket by giving blood to the American Red Crou Tueaday In
the Curris Center.

1~
:~.
..'•.

RELIGIOUS

.

Continued from Page 7

Methodist campus ministry.
The Wesley Foundation also
"Our purpose is to create a has special events for Parents
Christian environment for Weekend, helps with Habitat
students to interact and for Humanity and sponsors·
develop their faith in the social carolin~ at Christmas.
and academic setting of Murray
Chi Alpha
State," he said.
Atkinson said 60 to 75
Chi Alpha meets at 7 .p.m.
students and faculty use the each Wednesday in the Barkley
Wesley Foundation.
Room in the Curris Center.
"The best way to find out Burt Folsom, faculty adviser,
what is going on is to visit the said the organization was
Wesley Foundation," he said.
started by Mark Randall, Chi
Programs at the Wesley Alpha's campus minister, nearFoundation include a cookout ly 13 years ago.
at 6 p.m. on Tuesdays followed
"Our purpose is to provide Biby Bible study; Wednesday lun- ble study and a place for Chrischeons from 11:30 a .m. to 1 p.m. tians to have fellowship
for $1.50; Monday night Bible together. It's open to all
study; and worship service at 9 students," Folsom said.
p.m. on Thursdays.
Chi Alpha has a variety of ac-

tivities, such as Bible topics, of Murray Christian
miniature golf and disciple Fellowship, located at 1508
groups, which are 10 groups Chestnut St., said the organizawith five people in each group tion began 21 years ago and is
who study the Bible at different sponsored by the Independent
Christian Church.
times during the week.
"Students started meeting
The group also takes one or
two trips during the semester, together for Chri s tian
and it recently went to Mam- fellowship to encourage one
another and for worship," he
moth Cave.
said.
Folsom said between 50 and
Ross said 50 students are in·
70 people attend Chi Alpha
volved in the organization.
meetings.
"It's been an exciting group. They participate in such acStudent interest has grown," tivities as leadership training
programs, visits to retirement
he said.
lodges, Bible studies, national
Murray Christian
conferences on leadership and
mission trips during Christmas
Fellowship
break. This year's trip will be to
Dean Ross, campus minister Mexico.

Ross said interested students
can come to Murray Christian
Fellowship activities if they
want to get involved.
"Our purpose is to show how
Jesus Christ relates to every·
day life," he said. "We are a
Christ-centered ministry based
on the Bible. We show how
Christ fits into every vocation."
'

Lutheran Association
The Lutheran Student
Association is located at 100 S.
15th St. across from Sparks
Hall. Dieter Jedan, faculty adviser, said the organizaion
began more than 25 years ago
when a place was needed for
Lutheran students to
congregate.

·:

"Our purpose is to bring:
together Lutherans on campus!
and to encourage them to study!
not only various subjects but:
also their religious beliefs away:
from their own home chur;:
ches," he said.
:
Some activities include;
Wednesday night Bible .s tudy,:
conferences, cookouts, potlucks;
choir, Sunday Bible study, one]
Sunday service during the;
semester and weekend
activities.
Jedan said 30 students are ac~
tive, but as many as 8fr
students participate In thte
activities. ·
He said he encourages
students to come to the activities. Everything is free.
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